
YEAR 13 BUSINESS NOTES

2.1 Functions and evolution of human resource
management
Notes:
Human resource management (HRM): the  strategic approach to the effective management of an
organisation’s workers so that they help the business achieve its objectives and gain a competitive
advantage.

Human resource or workforce planning: analysing and forecasting the numbers of workers and the
skills of those workers that will be required by the organisation to achieve its objectives human

Resource or workforce plan: numbers of workers and skills of those workers required over a
future time period workforce audit: a check on the skills and qualifications of all existing employees.

Evolution of workforce
→  automation can cause redundancies
→ temporary workers and their flexibility
→ seasonal workers
→ changes in laws and regulations

Workforce plan: numbers of workers and skills of those workers required over a future time period.

First, a job analysis must be done in order to find what skills and jobs are needed for the business. An
audit of personnel is used to examine what a business needs.
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• The ability to recruit local management offers companies the advantage of having leaders who are
completely familiar with the local business environment, culture and legal climate.
• Better decisions can result from relying on the knowledge and experience of regional managers who
are aware of specific cultural factors. Recruiting a mix of local and head-office managers to lead a
geographical unit has the advantage of linking local culture with company culture. Customers can feel
more at ease when speaking with local representatives who fully understand their language and
idiomatic expressions.
• Tracking the performance of individual regional markets is simplified under this structure, as
measures such as revenues, profit margins, costs and performance improvements can be traced to
specific regions.

Disadvantages
• Some disadvantages of the geographical structure may include the duplication of personnel between
head office and regional offices.
• There may be conflict and unhealthy competition between different areas.
• It could make it more difficult to be consistent in core company beliefs –e.g. ethical code of practice
– from one area to the next.
• Inconsistent company strategies might be adopted in different regions as a result of poor
coordination between regional offices.

Handy’s Shamrock organisation

2.3 Leadership and management
Management vs Leadership

Manager: responsible for setting objectives, organising resources and motivating staff so that the
organisation’s aims are met.
1. Setting objectives and planning
2. Organising resources to meet the objectives
3. Directing and motivating staff
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3.5 + 3.6 Ratios
Only useful:

- Compare to other firm/industry standards (firm of similar size and industry)
- Comparison across the years of the same business

Profitability ratios: from P&L statement

GPM  (gross profit margin)
- What is it:
- Expressed as percentage
- The higher the better.
- Remember to compare to industry & previous yrs
- To improve,

- Increase price, keep COGS same
- IN PROPORTION!! only one changes

- Reduce COGS, in proportion to sales rev
- Evaluate:

- Increasing price: brand loyalty/recognition, competition, satisfaction, pricing strategy
(away from penetration)

- Reducing COGS: potential reduced quality if suppliers switched, if in proportion to
sales increasing then economies of scale reached

NPM (net profit margin)
- Takes into account expenses
- Expressed as percentage
- Improved running of business is reflected when gross profit stays the same but net profit

improved
- The higher the better
- Consider in proportion to sales

Efficiency ratios: from balance sheet

ROCE (return on capital employed)
- Measures efficiency of funds invested in the business
- Expressed as a percentage
- The higher the better

- Greater return
- Compare to previous years!!!! Other companies!!!, compare to better than saving in bank!!!!
- Consider size of company,value of the percentage of return on capital employed vs net profit

for one company could be higher but less efficient
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The product life cycle and the marketing mix:

Product life cycle: the pattern of sales recorded by a product from launch to withdrawal from the
market

Points to note on the first three stages:

Research & product development:
● Often complex
● Absorbs significant resources
● May not be successful
● May involve a long lead time before sales are achieved

Introduction:
● Price may be high compared to competitors (skimming) or low (penetration)
● High levels of informative advertising to make consumers aware of the product’s arrival on

the market
● Aim is to encourage customer adoption
● Demand initially from early adopters eg trend setters
● Restricted outlets for place – possibly high-class outlets if a skimming strategy is adopted
● Product is new model launched
● Low levels of sale
● Low capacity utilisation
● High unit costs
● Usually negative cash flow
● Distributors nay be reluctant to tackle an unproven product
● Heavy promotion to make consumers aware of the product

Growth:
● If successful, an initial penetration pricing strategy could now lead to rising prices
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→ be given a financial value on a business balance sheet which increases its net assets.

Copyright→ legal right to protect and be the sole beneficiary from artistic and literary works

Trademark→  a distinctive name, symbol, motto or design that identifies a business or its products –
can be legally registered and cannot be copied

Patent→  legal right to be the sole producer and seller of an invention for a certain period of time

First mover advantage→ the idea that by being the first to enter a new market, a business gains a
commercial advantage over its actual and potential rivals leading to higher revenues and profits over
time.

Adaptive creativity → refers to incremental innovation, which adjusts or develops a product or
process that already exists.
→ less costly than innovative creativity, as fewer resources are spent on R&D
Carries fewer risks than innovative creativity because the business focuses on developing existing
products and processes.
Can also be highly profitable, whether it involves extending a product’s life cycle or launching new
products in growing and mature markets.

Innovative creativity→ refers to innovation that involves creating entirely new products and/or
processes. It tends to involve radically, rather than incremental, changes.
→ It can create huge competitive advantages for an organisation, including first-mover advantage.
However, being the first to introduce or commercialise an innovation does not guarantee success.

Innovative creativity is rare as the R&D expenditure needed is very high, and often unknown. In
addition, the new market that the innovation targets is untested. This means innovative creativity is an
extremely risky strategy, especially as the failure rate of R&D can be high in many industries.

4P’s Innovation model

Product innovation→ new, marketable products such as hybrid/electric cars or developing and
improving existing products such as the Apple iPad Air. These products are trying to satisfy
consumers’ unmet needs even if they are not aware of them.

Process innovation→ new methods of manufacturing a product or providing a service that offer
benefits to the business/customer. E.g selling, books can now be instantly purchased and downloaded
with such processes as Amazon.

Positioning innovation→ this involves ‘relocation’ of the customer’s perception about a certain
product. Mobile phones used to be marketed as devices used by business managers – only later did
these products become perceived as being essential gadgets.

Paradigm innovation→  a distinctive change in what a business does or in the nature of
goods/services available. The creation of social media sites has been described as paradigm
innovation.
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